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Light Control for Energy Savings
How light control conserves energy commercial buildings

Copyright 2012 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction or display of this presentation, or any of the contents 
herein, without the express written consent of Lutron Electronics, 
is strictly prohibited by law.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and topic for today.

READ for USGBC Webcast:
Education Provider webcasts introductory blurb
To be read during the introduction, prior to the free, USGBC members-only webcast presentation in conjunction with the Education Provider webcast series.
“This webcast is provided free of charge to all employees of U.S. Green Building Council member organizations as part of their monthly, free Education Provider webcast series.  Each month, USGBC will be partnering with one of their third-party Education Provider’s to offer a free webcast exclusively for their members.  Because these webcasts have all been reviewed by USGBC, they may be reported to GBCI under the unrestricted “Professional Development” activity type for LEED professional credential maintenance.  Visit USGBC.org/membersonly to access the Member Webcasts & Podcasts page to register for these and other members-only webcasts.”
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This presentation is protected by US and International 
Copyright laws. Reproduction, distribution, display and 
use of the presentation without written permission of the 
speaker is prohibited.

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 2012

This presentation has been approved for 1 GBCI credit hour 
through the USGBC. Course approval number is 0090004976.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can get learning units for GBCI for this session.  

.  For GBCI credit, put in USGBC next to or in lieu  of AIA number then check of certificate request.  
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Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. is a Registered Provider with The 
American Institute of Architects Continuing Education Systems.  
Credit earned on completion of this program will be reported to CES 
Records for AIA members.  Certificates of Completion for non-AIA 
members are available on request. 

This program is registered with the AIA/CES for continuing 
professional education.  As such, it does not include content that 
may be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by 
the AIA of any material of construction or any method or manner of 
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.  
Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will 
be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.

Light Control for Energy Savings
AIA/CES HW/SD Program Number LCE1210 (1.0 LU)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.0 AIA Health/Safety/Welfare/Sustainable Design learning units are also available for attending this presentation. Please fill out your name and AIA num on the form coming around (or on the online registration form).  
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Learning Objectives
• By reviewing national energy statistics, the participant will be able to describe 

the importance of light control for energy conservation in commercial 
buildings.

• Using several light control strategies, the participant will be able to explain 
how light control saves energy in commercial buildings.

• By reviewing commercial building energy code and LEED green building 
rating system requirements, the participant will be able to determine how light 
control helps meets those requirements 

• Through examination of the provided real world case studies, the participant 
will be able to describe how they used lighting controls to save energy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read through the learning objectives; 
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World energy consumption 
is projected to increase by 
44 percent from 2006 to 
2030 

Source:  U.S. Department of Energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on energy for a moment.  

World energy consumption is projected to increase by 44 percent from 2006 to 2030 

We live in an energy-starved world today.  If we don’t do something about it it will be a lot worse in the future.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
U.S. uses more than 20%of the world’s energy -- U.S. uses more energy than all of Europe.  

US uses more than 20% of the world’s energy with about 4.5% of the world’s population. 

Note that in 2010, China passed the United States in overall annual energy consumption. 
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Average Commercial Electricity Prices
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Source:  US Dept. of Energy, Energy Information Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And along with the increased demand for energy, prices are rising too.   
Electricity prices are high and getting higher
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World CO2 Emissions, 2008

Electricity and 
Heat
41%

Transportation
22%

Industry
20%

Residential
7%Other 

10%

Key point:  Generation of electricity and heat represented the 
most global emissions in 2008 

Source:  IEA CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuel Combustion Highlights, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Big Problem is Global Warming and CO2 emissions are the main cause.  Most of these emissions come from Electricity/heat generation from coal, natural gas.
“Business as Usual” will not solve The Big Problem.
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Commercial Building Operating Expenses

Roads/Grounds/
Security

10%

Repairs/
Maintenance

23%

Cleaning
18%

Energy
30%

Administration
19%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore energy is the largest operating expense for commercial buildings.  So what is the solution?
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“The biggest gains in terms of 
decreasing the country’s 
energy bill, the amount of 
carbon dioxide we put into the 
atmosphere, and our 
dependency on foreign oil, will 
come from energy efficiency 
and conservation in the next 
20 years.”

Steven Chu 
Secretary of Energy

Source:  U.S. News and World Report, April 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
– Dr. Steven Chu.  

He said the following in an interview with U.S. News and World report in April 2009:

“The biggest gains in terms of decreasing the country’s energy bill, the amount of carbon dioxide we put into the atmosphere, and our dependency on foreign oil, will come from energy efficiency and conservation in the next 20 years.”

What Steven is saving here is that conservation of energy is going to be the cornerstone of our energy strategy in the several years.  And if that is where we as a nation are going to be focused, then where is the lowest hanging fruit?
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Buildings consume 39% of total U.S. primary energy
•Lights use the most energy in commercial buildings

Source:  U.S. DOE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph helps us answer that question.  You can see that Buildings use the most energy (and that’s where LEED focuses – on the built environment), about half in residential and half in commercial.  And in commercial buildings notice that lights use the most energy.  So lighting represents the lowest hanging fruit to focus on for energy conservation in commercial buildings.  
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Problem:  Wasted lighting energy

Building are over-illuminated
Don’t take into account daylight
Lights left at full-on in vacant 
spaces or after operating hours

“Most buildings don’t deliver the right amount of light where and when it is 
needed.  Lighting is often set at a ‘worst case’ level, which is usually higher 
than desired.” -- Stephen Selkowicz LBNL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem we see in buildings today is that lighting energy is being wasted.

1) Building are over-illuminated: Light levels are set too high for the people inside.  To some extent this goes back to earlier days when recommended light levels were higher because tasks were different and people used to think “the more light, the better”.  I think Stephen Selkowicz of LBNL said it best in June 8, 2009 Fortune magazine article on green buildings.  He said, “Most buildings don’t deliver the right amount of light where and when it is needed.  Lighting is often set at a ‘worst case’ level, which is usually higher than desired.”  

2) Buildings seldom take advantage of daylight.  Many spaces are illuminated with lights full-on even though there is plenty of sunlight in the space.  

3) And many space are illuminated even though they are vacant. 40% to 70% of rooms are left with lights full-on and unoccupied during working hours. 

Unoccupied room fully day lit room, lights full-on, no window systems or daylight sensors – wasting energy and money!

40% to 70% of rooms are left with lights full-on and unoccupied during working hours.  And 60% of those spaces are daylit.


Here’s an interested stat from the DOE that helps quantify the size of this problem/opportunity:  Three-quarters of the Nation’s buildings were built before 1979.  Before the introduction of numerous groundbreaking energy efficient technologies available today, such as electric digital dimming ballasts. All these buildings are consuming huge amounts of electricity unnecessarily, costing billions of dollars each year. While cost-effective new light control technologies are available now to cut building energy costs by 60 percent or more, most buildings have not been upgraded or have been improved only marginally. 
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Primary ways light control saves 
energy:

1. Reduces operating hours  
(switching off)

2. Reduce watts used when lights  
are on (dimming)

3. Reduces cooling load 
4. Maximizes effective use of sunlight
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Fluorescent dimming curve
Solution:  Light control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary ways light control saves energy:

Reduces operating hours  (switching off) (occ sensors/vacancy sensors)
Reduce watts used when lights  are on (dimming)
Reduces cooling load  (automatic shades reduce solar heat gain plus when you reduce light you reduce heat in the space so you don’t need to cool the space as much.   Rule of thumb is that for every three watts of lighting eliminated, you eliminate 1 watt of AC load)
Maximizes effective use of sunlight (by taking advantage of the “free light” – the sunlight -- by reducing electric light when enough sunlight is a available plus using shades appropriately to block the harsh sunlight while taking advantage of the effective sunlight) 


This graph illustrates the energy savings performance of dimmable fluorescent lighting.  Energy consumption decreases as lights are dimmed.  (nearly linear relationship)

How many of you currently work or live in a space where the lights are at full-on – all the time?
What percentage of energy can you expect to save when your lights are on at full power?
Turning lights off will save 100% energy – but how productivity impacted?
How do you save money when the lights are on?
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“Zero energy buildings that 
provide zero comfort or zero 
productivity increases to the 
occupants are of zero value”

Kevin Kampschroer
Director, Office of Federal High- 
Performance Green Buildings 

Source: Luncheon on Net Zero Energy Buildings at the 
House of Representatives in Washington D.C., June 18, 
2010.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it's important to not just focus on energy efficiency of buildings.  We have to keep in mind the comfort, productivity, and health of the people inside them.  

This quote from Kevin Kampschroer sums it up well.  He said the following at a luncheon I attended on Net Zero Energy Buildings at the House of Representatives in Washington D.C.  on 6/18/10:

“Zero energy buildings that provide zero comfort or zero productivity increases to the occupants are of zero value”

Light control or total light management not only saves energy but also improves the comfort and productivity.  
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Occupancy/Vacancy Sensing:  Automatically turning lights off 
when people vacate the space.

Daylight Harvesting:  Automatically adjust light levels based on 
the amount of daylight in the space. 

Scheduling:  Lights automatically turn off or are dimmed at 
certain times of the day or based on sunrise or sunset.

Multi-level Lighting/Dimming:  Proving users one or more light 
levels other than full-on and full-off.
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Controllable Window Shades:  Allows users to control daylight for 
reduced solar heat gain and glare. 

Personal Light Control:   Allow users in the space to select the 
correct light levels for the desired task.

Demand Response:  Reducing lighting load at times of peak 
electricity pricing.

Plug-load Control:  Automatically turning task lighting and other 
plug loads off when they are not needed.

High end trim/Tuning: Set target light level based on occupant 
requirements in the space.
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Potential Energy Savings
Energy-saving light control strategy Lighting HVAC

High-end trim/tuning 20% 4.5%  

Occupancy or vacancy sensing 15% 3.4%

Daylight harvesting 15% 3.4%

Personal dimming control 10% 2.2%

Controllable shades --- 10%

Scheduling variable

Demand response variable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Light control not only saves lighting energy but also helps reduce cooling load too.  Because lights emit heat and when you reduce the lighting power, you reduce that heat in the space which means less need to cool the space.  The rule of thumb is that for every 3 watts of lighting power that is reduce, you save 1 watt of cooling power.

So let’s look at these strategies one by one…
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Time
12 midnight 12 midnight

Lighting Power Used

1W/sf

Annual energy consumption = 8.76 kWh / sf

12 noon
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Time

Lighting Power Used

1W/sf

Annual energy consumption = 8.76 kWh / sf

Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

5 kWh / sf

 

(Scheduling)

12 midnight 12 midnight12 noon
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Time

Lighting Power Used

1W/sf

Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

4 kWh / sf

 

(occ sensing)

12 midnight 12 midnight12 noon

Annual energy consumption = 8.76 kWh / sf
Annual energy consumption ≈

 

5 kWh / sf

 

(scheduling)
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Time

Lighting Power Used

1W/sf

Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

4 kWh / sf

 

(occ.sens.)
Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

3 kWh / sq      (+tuning)

12 midnight 12 midnight12 noon

Annual energy consumption = 8.76 kWh / sf
Annual energy consumption ≈

 

5 kWh / sf

 

(scheduling)
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Time

Lighting Power Used

1W/sf

Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

4.5 kWh / sf

 

(occ.sens.)
Annual energy consumption

 

≈

 

3 kWh / sq      (+tuning)
Annual energy consumption

 

< 2 kWh / sf

 

(+daylight)

12 midnight 12 midnight12 noon

Annual energy consumption = 8.76 kWh / sf
Annual energy consumption ≈

 

5 kWh / sf

 

(scheduling)
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Lighting Control Strategy

Personal ControlDaylightingHigh-end TuningOccupancy 
Sensors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And as lighting load is reduced, so is the load on the air conditioning system. 
In a typical commercial office building, energy consumption is roughly broken down into three categories:
1. Lighting; 2. HVAC, and 3. other equipment and plug-in loads (water heating, computers, copiers, fax machines, and much more)

As a starting point, let’s assume that the energy consumption of the building is equally divided among these three categories.
The top portion of each bar-graph (yellow) is the energy usage of the lighting load as we summarized it on the previous slides.
The blue portion represents the energy consumption of  the air conditioning system.
The green portion represents the fixed, “other” loads (water heating, other equipment, plug-in equipment, etc.) 

This graph summarizes the impact that integrated lighting control strategies have on the resulting air conditioning load and the total building energy consumption. 
A good rule-of-thumb is that for every 3 watts that lighting saved, 1 watt of HVAC power is also reduced.
As each lighting control strategy reduces the energy consumption of the lighting system, the cooling load is incrementally reduced on the HVAC system, reducing its energy requirements.  The other fixed and plug-in loads remain constant.
The overall reduction in energy consumption in this illustration is just below 25%.  Energy savings typically range from 15% to 30% or more depending on the specific distribution of energy usage for the building.
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Scheduling

Controls light levels based on time of day or 
astronomical events
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Scheduling
How is this applied in the real world?

Building lighting sweeps after hours

Regularly scheduled settings in 
public spaces

Astronomic schedules to ensure that 
the lights are at the right level and 
energy use is optimized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using an timeclock (preferably an astronomical one that allows you to schedule lighting events not only based on time of day but also based on astronomical events such as sunrise or sunset.  

Astronomical timeclock
Incorporates the building’s geographic location (latitude and longitude)
 Adapts on and off times based on specific time of sunrise and sunset for that location
 Automatically adjusts for daylight savings time schedules
 Allows for weekend/ holiday / special profiles, etc.

Use the astronomical timeclock for 
Building lighting sweeps after hours (how many buildings do you see at night with nearly all the lights on even though no one is there?  Waste of energy and money.).  For both interior and exterior lights.

Regularly scheduled settings in public spaces (i.e. like in a restaurant dining area you can have one lighting scene for breakfast, one for lunch, and one for dinner)

Astronomic schedules to ensure that the lights are at the right level and energy use was optimized.  For instance, lights don’t need to always go completely off.  You may want to have time go down to a lower dimmed level like 10% of full light so there enough light for safety or security. 
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Occupancy/vacancy sensing

Turns lights off when people vacate the space
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Occupancy/vacancy sensing
How is this applied in the real world?

Use occupancy sensors in most spaces

Use vacancy sensors to save more 
energy 

Can be use to control plug loads and 
HVAC too

Wireless sensors are available for easy 
retrofit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use occupancy sensors in most spaces

Use vacancy sensors to save more energy 

Can be use to control plug loads and HVAC too

Wireless sensors are available for easy retrofit

Show time magazine (haven’t they heard of occ sensors before?)

Field studies show that private offices are illuminated 14 hrs/day but occupied only 5-6 hrs/day

Energy savings from using occ sensors:
Break Room:		17 - 29%
Classroom:		52 - 58%
Conference Room:	39 - 50%
Private Office:		28 - 38%
Restroom:		47 - 60%
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Multi-level lighting/dimming

Proving users one or more light levels other than 
full-on/off. 
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Controlling all lamps or luminaires (i.e. dimming)
Dual switching of alternate rows of luminaires, alternate luminaires or lamps
Switching middle lamp luminaires independently from the outer lamps
Switching or dimming each luminaire or each lamp (i.e. personal control)

Dimmer Switch

D

Alternating Luminaires Dimming Alternating lamps

How is this applied in the real world?

Multi-level lighting/dimming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Options are:  dimming, dual switching in a uniform patter across the ceiling grid, or, for three-lamp fixtures, switch the middle lamps independently from the outer lamps.  You can also do each luminaire or each lamp.
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Daylight harvesting

Dims fixtures to take advantage of available daylight
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Daylight harvesting
How is this applied in the real world?

Use daylight sensors with dimming ballasts 
on lights within 15 feet of the window (or 2x 
window height or possibly deeper with light 
shelves) and lights adjacent or near skylights 
(within 70% of the ceiling height) to take 
advantage of daylight

Different gain rates for different lighting zones 
based on proximity to the window 

Shades are incorporated to ensure that the 
daylight that is available is indirect and diffuse 
– not a source of glare

Wireless sensors are available for easy 
retrofit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use daylight sensors with dimming ballasts on lights within 15 feet of the window (or 2x window height or possibly deeper with light shelves) and lights adjacent or near skylights (within 70% of the ceiling height) can take advantage of daylight

Different gain rates for different lighting zones based on proximity to the window (the lights closer to the window can typically dim more)

Shades are incorporated to ensure that the daylight that is available is indirect and diffuse – not a source of glare

Wireless sensors are available for easy retrofit
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High-End Trim/Tuning

Limit the maximum light output of fixtures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Projects
 NY Times:			40%+
 Clinton Public School: 	38%
 Joshua Creek School:		43%
 Goderich Public School: 	39%

(These are a combination of both new construction and existing spaces)
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High-End Trim/Tuning
How is this applied in the real world?

Existing spaces are over-illuminated. 
Lower light levels might be preferred 
The reflectances within a space may 
allow for lower light levels 
Lumen depreciation--Light sources 
reduce their lumen output over time. 
Adjust for this by reducing light output 
initially and increase it over the life of 
the lamp.
Allows for future flexibility (easier to 
tune lights that add or remove fixtures)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IES (Illuminating Engineering Society) guidelines have reduced the recommended light level on a work surface in an open office from:
 	 50 - 75 foot-candles in 1985 to                      		 30 - 50 foot-candles in 2010

Lower light levels might be preferred for CAD operators than for a call center

Lumen depreciation--Light sources reduce their lumen output over time. Adjust for this by reducing light output initially and increase it over the life of the lamp.

Key component is the dimming ballast inside fluorescent fixture (an example is shown in the photo) .  In fact, the dimming ballast is the basis for many of the other strategies too such as daylight harvesting and demand response.  Best practice is to use digitally addressable dimming ballasts inside each fluorescent fixture.  Because they are intelligent.  They can talk and listen to each other and various sensors and wall controls, what’s more is that they can be easily reconfigured as the needs of a space changes without having to rewire.  All you have to do is easily reprogram them so that different zones of fixtures can talk/listen to different sensors or wall controls.  No rewiring!  
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Personal light control

Gives occupants control of the lighting
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Personal light control
How is this applied in the real world?

• Personal lighting control of overhead 
ambient light

• Allows occupants to select their 
preferred light level for the task at 
hand

• Improves productivity by 4 to 7%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using dimming ballasts inside the general overhead fixtures and handheld remotes to allow occupants to select their preferred light level for the task at hand.  This not only saves energy but dramatically increases productivity too.  And a small increase in productivity equates to large savings as people are the most expensive resource in a facility.  More on this later.


This photo shows a typical workstation at AOL headquarters in Dulles, VA.  
750 software designers have task lighting and convenient remote control of their overhead ambient light. These designers value being able to set their overhead lights to their preferred levels.  
About 50% of them adjust their lights throughout the day based on task-at-hand (paperwork, small team meetings, working on their PC’s, etc.).  The others typically set their ambient light to a preferred level and seldom adjust it.
Regardless, the average preferred light levels are significantly less than full output, and AOL has appreciated about a 50% reduction in the energy consumption of the overhead fluorescent lights.
And because the annual churn rate in AOL facilities is 1.5 to 2.0 (an individual relocates to a new work team and workstation on average 1.5 to 2.0 times per year), the lighting control system empowers them to instantly set their lighting to their preferred level when they settle in to their new workstation.  No need to call facilities or involve an electrician to make adjustments to the lighting system. 
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Controllable window shades

Reduces glare and solar heat gain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
T.C. Chen Center for Building Simulation and Energy Studies at the University of Penn – a commissioned study initiated in September 2008 – indicates that controllable shades reduce solar heat gain by 10 – 30%.
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Controllable window shades
How is this applied in the real world?

Automated vs. manual shades 

Maintain views while reducing glare 
and solar heat gain

At night--prevents light pollution, 
enhances security, adds a layer of 
insulation to keep warmth inside

Maximizes energy savings potential 
of daylight harvesting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	You can use automated or manual shades.  But best practice is to use automated interior shades that will automatically move to block glare and reduce solar heat gain based on the location of the sun and/or sky conditions throughout the year. 

	Most buildings that use manual shades or blinds rely on the occupants to make the necessary adjustments to block glare and solar heat gain.  What usually happens is that shades are rarely adjusted throughout the year (maybe once in the summer and once in the winter).   So the shades and/or blinds usually won’t let in the optimal amount of daylight.  But if you use an interior shading system that is smart enough to automatically and unobtrusively adjust window shade levels to let in the optimum daylight while blocking the harsh sunlight that causes glare and hot spots, you maximize occupant comfort, productivity, and energy savings.  

Uncontrolled daylight can produce heat and excessive glare, causing eyestrain and headaches. Such conditions may drive employees to break from their tasks. Automated shade that move based on where the sun is improves productivity by controlling glare and properly diffusing daylight to create a comfortable working environment.  Furthermore, this type of shading system blocks and reflects direct sunlight during the day to reduce solar heat gain and demand on the building’s air conditioning system. During summer afternoons, the shades can also provide cooling benefits that further lower the need for air conditioning when peak charges may apply. And the shades can automatically lower completely at night to provide an additional layer of insulation and keep warmth inside the building, lowering heating costs during winter months.  Plus, if you integrate the shades with the electric lighting system so that the electric lights are automatically dimmed when the shades are deployed, this maximizes the energy saving potential of photo-responsive controls for daylight harvesting.  
	
So imagine shades on the east side of a building that are closed to block harsh sun glare in the morning yet still maintaining the view.  Simultaneously, the shades on west side are fully open to let the maximum amount of effective sunlight in.  Then, as the sun moves throughout the day, the shades on the east will open to the right level to let the effective sunlight in and while blocking the harsh sunlight.  Daylight sensors automatically reduce electric light levels based on the sunlight in the space.  If you look closely, you may notice that the lights closest to the windows are more dimmed than the lights furthest away because of the additional sunlight in the space closest to the windows.  And as the sun continues to move, the shades on the west lower a quarter of the way down to block the harsh sun light and prevent glare.  And so on throughout day, the shades on all sides of the building dynamically and silently move to maximize comfort, productivity, and energy savings.  At night, the shades automatically lower to fully closed to prevent light pollution from escaping the building, provide a layer of insulation, enhance security so people on the outside cannot see in, and create an aesthetically please look on the façade.  
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Demand response

Sheds lighting load during peak energy usage times
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Demand response
How is this applied in the real world?

Utility changes price or declares a 
demand response
Light control system responds with pre 
programmed response:

Lights dim
Non essential plug loads are turned off
Shades move to preset
Cooling set point increased

Utility returns to normal pricing or 
cancels demand response event
System returns to normal operation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another strategy where dimming ballasts are essential. 

Utility changes price or declares a demand response
Light control system responds with pre programmed response:
Lights dim
Non essential plug loads are turned off
Shades move to preset
Cooling set point increased
Utility returns to normal pricing or cancels demand response event
System returns to normal operation

Lighting control is the ideal for demand response because lights can be adjusted with gradually and unobtrusively over time.  Plus occupants don’t even notice the first 20-25% of  dimming.  And when the demand response period ends lights can go back to their previous levels instantly unlike adjusting HVAC system which can  take a lot of time to go back to the pre-demand response set point.  
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Plug load control

Automatically turning task lighting and other plug loads off when they are 
not needed.
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How is this applied in the real world?
• Extends occupancy-based or time-based control to:

• Computer monitors
• Task lighting
• Fans
• Printers 
• Speakers…

Plug load control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
save energy by turning off vampire loads (devices that draw power even when turned off or idling) such as printers, monitors, and televisions. 

So remember:
- Plug loads are growing in commercial office building spaces,
rarely used (25-35%  of the total time they are plugged in),

For new construction, there are power-pack like devices which can be hardwired to a receptacle and communicate to an occupancy sensor to control the receptacle.  
For existing building retrofit application, there are plug-in devices like the one pictured on the screen, which simply plug into a receptacle and communicate to an occupancy sensor.  A table lamp or monitor or other plug in device that is then plugged into this device will automatically turn off when the space is vacant. 
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Capitalize on tax deductions and utility incentives
• EPAct (www.lightingtaxdeduction.org)
• Utility Rebates (www.dsireusa.org or www.lutron.com/incentives)   

Reduce operating expenses
• Reduce energy usage and peak demand charges (i.e. energy costs)
• Reduce “churn” costs when renovating/reallocating space
• Monitoring of lighting power 

Help your top line revenues
• Support higher tenant retention rates and reduce 

vacancies

• Generate revenue through demand response 
contracts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These light control strategies provide a lot of financial benefits too:  

Increase your net operating income and asset value
Reduce operating expenses
Help your top line revenues
Capitalize on EPAct tax deductions and utility incentives

Reduce operating expenses
Reduce energy usage and peak demand charges (i.e. energy costs) YEAR-OVER-YEAR, LIKE AN ANNUITY THAT NEVER STOPS PAYING YOU
Reduce “churn” costs when renovating/reallocating space
Monitoring of lighting power (you can’t improve what you don’t measure)

Capitalize on tax deductions and utility incentives
EPAct 
Up to $1.80/SF whole building
$0.60/SF for lighting alone
UtilityRebates (www.dsiresusa.org) 

Help your top line revenues
Support higher tenant retention rates and reduce vacancies
Negotiate more competitive contracts with tenants with lower utility and operating costs
Promote sustainable performance and LEED certification
Enhance your tenant’s experience, comfort and productivity
Generate revenue through demand response contracts


http://www.lightingtaxdeduction.org/
http://www.dsireusa.org/
http://www.lutron.com/incentives
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Light Control Impacts these LEED® Categories and 
Credits

Category Credit
Sustainable Sites • Light Pollution Reduction
Energy & Atmosphere • Commissioning

• Energy Performance
• Measurement and Verification

Materials & Resources • Recycled Content
Indoor Environmental Quality • Controllability of Systems

• Daylight & Views
Innovation in Design • Innovation in Design and LEED AP
Regional Priority • Varies by zip code 

Lighting controls and services provide solutions that contribute to up to 
40 of the 110 possible points in LEED-NC 2009.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, lighting controls can contribute toward credits and points in 6 of the 7 categories (obviously not Water Efficiency), including the “bonus” categories of innovation in design and regional priority.
(Review slide: The rating system categories and credit topics that light controls can contribute towards LEED certification points.)

there are credits in the Materials & Resources category, related to recycled content and regional materials used in system hardware.
Those credits are limited to the structural and finishing materials in the building, and do not apply to the building’s mechanical or electrical systems.  But they do apply toward window shade fabrics.  
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Energy Code – Lighting Control Requirements

Area control
Automatic lighting shut-off 
Daylight control
Multi-level lighting/Light reduction control
Exterior lighting control
Manual-on control
Stairwell lighting control
Allowable increases in lighting power for using “beyond code” controls
Plug load control 
(i.e. controllable receptacles)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The country’s primary building energy codes and standards (CA Title 24, IECC, and ASHRAE 90.1) all have increased their mandatory lighting control requirements in the most recent versions of their codes/standards. According to the IALD (International Association of ighting designers) lighting power densities (or watts per sq ft) maximums have been lowered as far as they can go without adversely affecting the occupants.  For instance, an office building now has a maximum of lighting power density of 0.90 watts per sq. ft. in ASHRAE 90.1 2010. It was 1.0 watts per sq. ft. in the 2007 version.  In order, to save more lighting energy without adversely affecting the occupants, more lighting controls must be used.  And that’s exactly what the codes/standards have done in their most recent revisions.  

These are some of mandatory building energy code requirements for light control that are in the current versions of the nation’s energy codes/standards.  Some of these have been around for a while in previous versions of building energy codes.  Others are new.  The good thing is that these requirements are fairly similar among the three main building energy codes/standards.  If you are designing a new building or renovating an existing one, you should comply with these requirements to be building energy code compliant.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review slide. 

If you include productivity improvement the payback is less than 1 year. That’s because the cost of human resources is so much higher than any other building cost.  According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, the typical office building costs for people is $318 per sq. ft. per year.   So if better light control can help people work more effectively for only five minutes each day (or 1% of the work day) -- that equates to a savings of $3.18/sq. ft. each year!  And as noted previously, studies have shown that light control increases the productivity of people by at least 4%.  So the productivity savings alone pays for the investment in light controls in less than a year. 

It’s best to work with your light control manufacturer for a specific estimate for your project.  
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“We designed our building to use 1.28 watts per 
square foot of lighting power...with light management 
it’s using only 0.39 W/sq.ft. on average — that’s 
about 70% less.”

Strategy: 

• Light level tuning

• Daylight harvesting

• Occupancy sensing 

• Monitoring

Results:

• 70% lighting energy saved

• Over $1 per square foot per year saved

Real world example – The NYT Building

Glenn Hughes
Director of 
Construction
The New York Times 
Co.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting level tuning is basically adjusting the target light level for each space in the building (some spaces desired 30 foot-candles, others desired 10 etc)

NYT HQ building actually noticed that their floor that the cafeteria was on was using a lot more lighting energy than other floors. They realized that the lights were on in during non-operating hours in the cafeteria.  They quickly made adjustments in their total light management system to turn the lighting down in the cafeteria during non-operating hours.
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Light control solutions
Total light management 
system

Digital dimming ballasts 
Daylight sensors
Occupancy sensors
Light management software

Lights off

Lights dimmed by 80% Lights dimmed by 50%

Real world example – 
The NYT Building
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Lighting Power Usage 2009
The New York Times Building
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that over a year’s worth of data has been analyzed by Glenn.  On average for the year the NYT Building is operating at 0.39 watts/Sq. Ft.  About 70% savings! The peak level of lighting power for a whole year never was higher than 0.76 watt/sq.ft.  So even in the worst case the NYT building is saving 40% in lighting energy compared to code.  
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Overview: 
• Allentown, PA
• 280,000 ft2

• Corporate headquarters
• LEED® Gold certification
• Green drivers:

• LEED rating for marketing 
and public image

• Reduced energy consumption; 
return on investment Architect: Robert A. M. Stern

Consulting Environmental Designers and 
Engineers: Atelier Ten, NY, NY

The Plaza at PPL Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study – The Plaza at PPL Center
PPL (Pennsylvania Power and Light) is a major public utility company in the Northeast.  When planning the expansion of their headquarters facilities in Allentown, PA, the owner wanted to promote the company’s commitment to sustaining the local and global environment by obtaining LEED certification for the building.

The architect: Robert A. M. Stern
Consulting Environmental Designers and Engineers: Atelier Ten, NYC

The building design was certified Gold level in 2003.
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Low Energy Design Features:
• South Façade sun screening

• 3’ deep louvers at every level
• High performance solar control glass

• Thermal control glass on north facades
• Heat recovery ventilation
• Optimized HVAC systems with variable 

speed drives
• Occupant and daylight responsive 

lighting controls
• 30% improvement over ASHRAE 90.1

The Plaza at PPL Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low Energy Design Features of the building include:
 South Façade sun screening
 On the south exterior, 3’ deep louvers at every level shade the interior space below and reflect diffused light into the space above.
High performance solar control glass is used to reduce solar heat gain.
Solar control glass was also used on east and west facades
Thermal control glass on north facades to minimize thermal heat transfer
A heat recovery ventilation system recovers heat from exhaust air to preheat outside air coming in to ventilate the building.
Variable speed drives optimize the off-peak performance of the pumps and fans in the HVAC system.
Occupancy controls and daylight responsive lighting controls are included in open plan and private office areas, conference rooms, and more.
Overall, the actual design was modeled to use 30% less energy than a design simply meeting the requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2004.
Since it has been open, the building is measuring performance 30-35% better than ASHRAE 90.1-2004.
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Advanced lighting controls:
• Open plan office areas

• South & North open office areas divided 
into three control zones:
• Perimeter (15’ from façade)
• Middle (15-30’ from façade)
• Interior (30’ to core)

Perimeter and Middle zones have dedicated daylighting controls 
to set electric light levels based on available daylight.

Interior zone has only central on/off time clock control.

The Plaza at PPL Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This illustration depicts a typical office floor in the building.
The advanced lighting control strategy used in the open plan office areas and corridors is daylighting control, where the fluorescent electric lights are dimmed to supplement the available daylight throughout the day.
The design of this building has brought effective daylight more than 30 feet into the building from the building perimeter.  This enabled the engineer to design and justify two zones of daylighting control on both the north and south areas of the building.  
The first daylight zone, the perimeter zone, controls the lights installed within 15 feet of the exterior walls.
The second daylight zone, the middle zone, controls the fluorescent lights 15 to 30 feet from the exterior walls.  
The remaining interior zones do not have daylighting control.  The light fixtures in the interior zone are simply controlled by the central time clock control.
(Background for the presenter):
(This project was pre-EcoSystem, and incorporated microWatt and Eco-10 dimming ballasts to provide the daylighting control.  BAS integration (for time clock), switching panels, and local wall station controls were accomplished with XP system and 7000 processor.)
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Advanced lighting controls:
Perimeter offices, conference rooms

• Vacancy switches/sensors to switch 
lights on/off

• Daylight sensor to set electric light 
levels based on available daylight

Interior offices, copy rooms, restrooms
• Vacancy switches/sensors to switch 

lights on/off

The Plaza at PPL Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the perimeter offices and conference rooms, a combination of dedicated daylighting controls and vacancy sensors (vacancy sensors are manual-on/automatic-off occupancy sensors) were cost justified.
In the interior closed spaces, interior offices, copy rooms, meeting rooms, restrooms, storage and other support areas, vacancy switches were incorporated to further reduce energy use.

(Background for the presenter):
Occupant sensors
microWATT w/ daylight sensors
XP switching panels
Fluorescent dimming ballasts
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ASHRAE 90.1 
with timeclock 
and local controls

Occupancy Sensing Daylight Sensing Combined Sensing

Annual Lighting Energy Consumption
Typical Floor

Lighting Energy Savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph summarizes the energy performance evaluation completed by the energy consultant on the project team.  
The first bar graph on the left represents the energy performance of a typical floor designed to meet the requirements of the ASHRAE 90.1 standard:
 the required design watts per square-foot of the lighting fixtures and design
 A time clock control system to turn non-emergency lights off after-hours.

The second bar reflects the reduction in energy usage resulting from the addition of occupancy sensors in the offices, conference rooms, and other spaces we just discussed.  For a typical floor, occupancy sensors alone reduce energy usage per floor by 20%.
The third bar represents the resulting performance of the daylighting and dimming controls we described.  Independently, the daylighting controls reduce the energy usage per floor by 25%.
The bar graph on the right reflects the integrated solution of occupancy sensing and daylighting controls, which have reduced the energy usage per floor by 40%.
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Base Design + Solar Control 
Glass

+ Overhang

Annual Energy Consumption
Perimeter Office Area

+ Lighting Controls

Total Energy Savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph reflects the energy performance of a typical private office.
The first bar on the left represents the performance of a private office space that meets the ASHRAE 90.1 design standard.
  The yellow portion at the top reflects the energy consumption of the lighting
  The green portion in the middle represents the miscellaneous equipment, plug-in loads, etc., and remains constant through the evaluation.
  And the blue portion of the graph represents the performance of the air-conditioning system.
The passive solar architectural elements, high performance solar glass and the exterior louver shading structure, each reduce the cooling load.
The addition of lighting controls reduces the electricity used by lights by over 50%, but also reduces the heat and therefore the energy used by cooling system as well.
Overall the office spaces have seen a 35% reduction in total electricity usage as a result of these integrated solutions.
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Any Questions?
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www.lutron.com

This presentation is protected by US and International 
Copyright laws.  Reproduction, distribution, display 

and use of the presentation without written 
permission of the speaker is prohibited.

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.  2012
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